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Shimming is important. Noniterative methods are desirable. 0.55%, etc.) makes it difficult to unambiguously and simulta-
Such methods exist for shimming a spectrometer with pulsed field neously optimize dozens of shim currents. Susceptibility to
gradients, generally based on field maps made by spin-warp Fou- noise or instrumental instability, excessive time require-
rier imaging. For spectrometers with no pulsed gradients (or for ments, and the eternal problem of local optima also limit
cases where T2 is too short to permit echo imaging) , an alternative the utility of the iterative methods when all shims must be
method is presented: projection-reconstruction spectroscopic im-

optimized.aging, which can be accomplished using only the shim coils of a
Recently, the concept of quantitative field mappingconventional spectrometer. Images so acquired can be used to map

(5, 17) , originally applied to large magnets for medical im-the field, even in the presence of multiple spectral components.
aging, has been brought to smaller spectroscopy magnets.Noniterative optimization of the axial shims of a GN-300 spec-

trometer is demonstrated using 1D / 1D spectroscopic images. Originally, this was done with mechanical positioning sys-
Prospects for extending the technique to include the radial shims tems and small probes, but more recently, adaptation of im-
using 3D / 1D spectroscopic images are discussed. q 1997 Academic aging techniques using pulsed field gradients (PFG) has
Press permitted in situ measurement of the actual field in a sample

Key Words: shimming; field mapping; projection reconstruction; of interest in a reasonable time period (6–15) . Rather than
spectroscopic imaging; B0 homogeneity.

using a single response to characterize the field, mapping
methods use many simultaneous responses to simultaneously
(and hopefully independently) optimize all of the shim cur-

INTRODUCTION
rents. Aside from the practical value of directly shimming
the magnet, the field maps themselves may be interestingShimming an NMR spectrometer has traditionally been
for the insight they give into sample- or probe-dependentan empirical art (1–3) . Apprentice spectroscopists practice
field distortions, as well as for pedagogical purposes.many hours, memorizing protocols for iterative shimming

In situ field mapping techniques offer the greatest promiseand empirical rules for evaluating lineshapes, on the road to
for high-resolution spectroscopy, since they take into ac-competence in shimming. Early automatic shimming sys-
count the effects on the field of the probe, sample tube, andtems, many still in use today, simply automated these proce-
sample itself. These methods fall into three broad categories:dures, using numerical optimization techniques such as the
(I) nonimaging methods; (II) phase-imaging methods; and‘‘simplex’’ method (4) to optimize a single response such
(III) frequency-imaging (or spectroscopic imaging, SI)as lock level, FID area, or peak height. Such iterative
methods.searches, or empirical rules (e.g., separation of shims into

Nonimaging methods include the direct, sequential, mea-‘‘spinning’’ and ‘‘nonspinning’’ components) , have proven
surement of the spectrum at selected points using VOSYreasonably successful in shimming homogeneous liquid
(7, 16) which is a straightforward extension of well-estab-samples. This is partly because once the radial shim terms
lished sequential mapping procedures using mechanical po-have been coarsely optimized, it is seldom necessary to make
sitioning of a small field probe. A variation (12) obtainslarge changes in their settings. Nevertheless, certain situa-
multiple points simultaneously along principal axes and di-tions are still very difficult, including installation of a new
agonals of a cube. These methods will not be further consid-probe, large-diameter samples, and inhomogeneous samples
ered, as they generally require PFG for signal localization.such as tissue specimens. In all three of these cases, optimi-

Phase imaging can be considered a subset of frequencyzation of the nonaxial shim terms, with their extensive inter-
imaging. If it is known that only one spectral component isactions, constitutes the major difficulty. The use of a single
present, and the range of frequency values for that compo-numerical response (such as lock level or linewidth) or a

limited number of responses (such as linewidths at 50, nent is limited, it is sufficient to obtain two complex images
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174 CARL D. GREGORY

with slightly different time delays. The phase difference be- straightforward extension, as has been shown by others
(19, 26–29) . A four-dimensional SI experiment then wouldtween the images can then be interpreted as a frequency (or

field) variation. A number of authors have developed these have the following acquisition variables: FID points; gradi-
ent strength; polar gradient angle a (from z axis) ; equatorialtechniques using phase-encoded (‘‘spin-warp’’) imaging

methods with PFG (6, 8, 10, 11, 13) . An interesting variant, gradient angle b ( in x–y plane). These reconstruct to one
spectral and three spatial dimensions.not necessarily requiring PFG, uses the ‘‘constant-time

method’’ (15) with static gradients. A spatial–spectral exci- In this report, the application of PRSI to field mapping
and shimming is illustrated using field maps with one spatialtation method has also been used to overcome phase ambigu-

ities resulting from multiple components (10) . dimension (1D / 1D PRSI) to adjust the axial shims of a
conventional NMR spectrometer. The feasibility of carryingIf, as is often the case, the criteria for phase mapping are

not satisfied (e.g., multiple spectral components are present, out a complete shim using full 3D / 1D PRSI maps (26–
29) is under investigation.or the phase-wrap problem is intractable due to gaps in the

object) , then more samples will be required to define the
frequencies—a full-fledged spectroscopic image is required. EXPERIMENTAL
Frequency mapping techniques have also been demonstrated
(9, 14, 17) , again based on phase encoding with PFG. All experiments were conducted on a GN-300 WB spec-

trometer (GE-NMR, Fremont, CA), equipped with a LibraThe use of PFG excludes most of these published techniques
from use on older spectrometers. (Although some older instru- system (Tecmag, Houston, TX) replacing the original Nico-

let 1280 computer, but otherwise unmodified. The 1H decou-ments do have a ‘‘homospoil’’ control which allows pulses on
the Z shim coil, these permit mapping the Z axis only (34).) pler coil of a 20-mm broadband probe (Nalorac, Martinez,

CA) was used for all measurements. The measured gradientPulse methods may also be difficult to use with samples which
have a very short T2 . However, there is an alternative—projec- strength of the Z 1 coarse shim system was 105 Hz/mm

at the maximum digital-to-analog converter (DAC) valuestion-reconstruction spectroscopic imaging (PRSI) (18–20).
PRSI, originally demonstrated for NMR, has been more widely ({2047). Settling times of this shim current are difficult to

measure, but are probably on the order of a second.developed for EPR due to the technical requirements of the
latter field (21–27). Samples consisting of distilled water or aqueous solutions

were used for the experiments. A 5-mm NMR tube (WilmadLike its cousin, pulsed-gradient, phase-encoded, Fourier
spectroscopic imaging (FSI) , PRSI generates an (n / 1)- WG-5mm-Thrift) was filled to a depth of 60–90 mm with

sample, and mounted vertically in the probe using the GEdimensional data set: n spatial dimensions, and one spectral
(frequency, or in this case, field) dimension. Unlike its depth gauge to estimate position. Use of a small sample tube

avoids radiation damping problems and reduces complica-cousin, PRSI requires no PFG. FIDs or echoes are acquired
in the presence of static field gradients, which for our pur- tions due to off-axis field contributions from the axial shim

coils. (No particular effort was made to optimize the radialposes can be generated by ordinary shim coils. Separation
of the frequency and spatial information is obtained by vary- ‘‘nonspinning’’ shims.) The samples were stationary, and

the field/frequency lock was turned off since the solventing the gradient strength G , using a pseudo-angle u (19) .
Note that a change in the spectral width, Dv, for each projec- was not deuterated.

Mapping data were acquired using a simple one-pulsetion is also required:
sequence with FID acquisition. A small flip angle (57) was
used to obtain uniform excitation across the widest projec-
tion bandwidth used. With a p /2 pulse measured at 90 msu Å arctanSgGD

V D and Dv Å V

cos u
[1]

(B1 Å 2.8 kHz), and a maximum spectral width of {4075
Hz, a 5-ms RF pulse provides excitation across the entire
projection with better than 99% uniformity. A 1-s delay was(D , spatial field of view; V, spectral field of view). u Å 07

thus corresponds to a pure spectral projection, while u Å included between setting the shim current and the beginning
of the pulse sequence. Water-suppressed spectra of aqueous{907 would be a pure spatial projection (impossible because

it requires an infinite gradient) . solutions were obtained using the 1–1 spin-echo sequence
(32) , with delays chosen to optimize signal at 1 kHz offset,In addition to the pseudo-angle (between the spectro-

scopic dimension and the spatial dimensions) which depends 2 ms echo time, 7 s repetition time, and 16 averages.
The PRSI acquisition procedure is similar to that reportedon the strength of the gradient, the spatial direction of the

gradient vector can also be varied in the usual way, using in (19) . A complete set of n projections was acquired at
equally spaced pseudo-angles over the range 0p /2 / p /2nX , Y , and Z 1 shims. This variation is generally described

by two real spatial angles (e.g., polar and equatorial) . Thus, ° u° p /2 0 p /2n , thus avoiding the physically impossible
uÅ p /2. PRSI requires that both the gradient and the spectralwhile the present report deals only with gradients along one

axis, multiple spatial dimensions can be handled by a width be changed together, according to Eq. [1] . The preac-
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175PROJECTION-RECONSTRUCTION SPECTROSCOPIC IMAGING

quisition delay and the audio filters were also adjusted auto- sum of fields of the individual coils (rather than using an
intermediate analysis in terms of spherical harmonics) . Thematically for each projection to eliminate any first-order

phase corrections (30) . An NMRScript automation routine coefficients cj for j coils are determined by ordinary linear
least-squares fitting,was written to facilitate this procedure. After querying the

operator for selection of the field of view (FOV) (typically
5–10 cm along the Z axis and 100–400 Hz in the spectral

B(z) Å c0 / ∑
j

cjrb(z) j / e(z) , [2]
dimension) and number of projections (typically 8 to 64),
the routine calculates the correct spectral width, preacquisi-
tion delay, and Z shim setting for each projection according

where the cj are chosen to minimize the sum of squares ofto Eq. [1] , taking into account the starting value of the
the residuals e(z) . Since the individual coil fields b(z) wereZ shim. The spectrometer is automatically set up for each
determined at known DAC offsets Dd , the coefficients cjprojection, and the acquired data are stored into a 2D data
can be simply interpreted asfile for subsequent processing. The experiments reported

here used FOV 10 cm 1 200 Hz, 64 values of u from 88.67
to 088.67, and spectral widths Dv from 200 to 8150 Hz. cj Å ddj/Ddj or ddj Å cjrDdj , [3]

Filtered projections were generated by Fourier trans-
forming the FIDs after multiplication by an appropriate

where 0ddj is the DAC correction to be applied to the j thweighting function (27) . A combination of a high-k-value
coil to homogenize the field. As noted by others (9, 10) ,rolloff and a linear ramp function (ÉkÉ) are generally used for
the constant term c0 is required to compensate for any fieldtwo-dimensional reconstructions. Instead of the Hamming or
offsets, but it is either ignored when adjusting the shimShepp–Logan filters commonly used for ordinary imaging,
currents or compensated by changing the spectrometer fre-a Lorentzian spectroscopic line broadening (1–5 Hz) was
quency slightly.used for the high-frequency rolloff, in part because of the

convenience of application in the spectrometer software. The
linear ramp was implemented using the spectrometer’s RESULTS
‘‘trapezoidal multiplication’’ function. Zero-order phase cor-
rection was applied as required after the transform. Field Maps

Various reconstruction methods are possible, such as
back-projection, or interpolation followed by Fourier trans- To illustrate the PRSI principle, a raw data set is shown

in Fig. 1 as a stacked plot of projections (a ‘‘sinogram’’) .form. Back-projection was chosen in this case as a matter
of convenience and availability of software. The real part This data set was acquired with the Z 4 shim deliberately

misset. The characteristic shapes of the projections (2, 3)of the phased, filtered projections was used to reconstruct
spectroscopic images via back-projection, using viewit (33) , are evident in the stacked plot. The same data are displayed

after reconstruction as a gray-scale spectroscopic image inan all-purpose software package. In some cases, additional
projections were interpolated in the sinogram between the Fig. 2e, and as a field map (plot of frequency vs position)

in Fig. 4d. The B1 profile of this decoupler coil, obtained byreal ones using a linear interpolation scheme (i.e., angular
interpolation only) . Peak picking (selection of the maximum summing over the spectral direction, is shown in Fig. 3.

Note that this is the purely spatial profile of the coil, whichintensity value, with or without a preceding sinc interpola-
tion) in the spectral dimension reduced the images to one- would require an infinite gradient for direct observation.

A complete set of spectroscopic images, of each of thedimensional field maps, which were exported from viewit as
text files. Least-squares fitting for shim correction and 1D shim coils, is shown in Fig. 2, together with the ‘‘reference’’

image (with the axial shims all optimized using the spec-plotting were done using Excel spreadsheets (Version 5.0,
Microsoft, Redmond, WA). trometer’s built-in simplex autoshim routine) . Each of these

images can be integrated over frequency to give the sameField maps for each of the five individual axial shim coils
( labeled Z 1 , Z 2 , Z 3 , Z 4 , and Z 5) were obtained by mapping B1 profile as shown in Fig. 3.

The peak positions, extracted from the images of Fig. 2,the field twice with different settings of the respective shim
DAC (range {2047). For Z 1 , Z 2 , and Z 3 , the fine DAC and corrected by subtraction from the reference map, are

plotted in Fig. 4 as graphs of field strength vs axial positionwas varied, while the coarse DAC was held constant (except
for Z 1 where the coarse DAC was used to generate the for each of the shim coils. The plots are limited to the central

region of highest probe sensitivity ({14.5 mm, the regionprojections) . Since a single reference map was used for all
five coils, a total of six maps was required. containing 93% of the total signal, and over which response

for this flip angle is more than 25% of the peak value—seeShim corrections were estimated from a field measure-
ment by conventional procedures (8–10, 13, 14) . The un- discussion below). Of course, one could use other limiting

criteria, thus carrying out a ‘‘localized shim,’’ if desired (8) .known field B(z) , to be corrected, is fitted directly to a
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176 CARL D. GREGORY

FIG. 1. Projection sinogram of the Z 4 shim coil: stacked plot of projections at 64 pseudo-angles from 877 to 0877. The v axis is labeled to correspond
to the spectral width for u Å 0 (2 Hz line broadening).

Estimation of Known Perturbations Shimming ‘‘Unknowns’’

To simulate a more realistic situation, the sample wasOnce the complete set of shim coil field maps was ob-
tained, an attempt was made to numerically shim the magnet moved 10 mm up in the sample holder. This represents the

sort of situation one might have to deal with, for example,starting from ‘‘unknown’’ situations. First, a series of known
perturbations was applied to the field. when changing samples. The difference in susceptibility be-

tween the sample and the air beyond the ends of the sampleThree, four, or five of the axial shims (Z 1–Z 5) were delib-
erately misset by small amounts (50 DAC units each). The causes a field distortion which depends on the sample posi-

tion and the depth of liquid in the sample tube. A new mapfield was mapped again using the same procedure each time.
A linear combination of shim fields was determined by linear was generated, shim corrections were computed and applied,

and the new spectrum and image were recorded. The spectro-least squares, using the previously obtained basis set, to
fit each of the perturbed fields. The resulting coefficients, scopic images of the sample after the move, and after the

correction, are shown in Fig. 5, while spectra showing theinterpreted as shim current DAC values according to Eq.
[3] , were then entered into the spectrometer control soft- overall lineshape before (FWHMÅ 4 Hz) and after (FWHM

Å 1.3 Hz) are in Fig. 6.ware. The resulting lineshapes were essentially indistin-
guishable from the reference lineshape (FWHM 1.3 { 0.1 Finally, the sample was replaced with a sample containing

5 mM lactic acid in a physiological buffer. The field wasHz). The fitted or ‘‘predicted’’ DAC values are shown in
Table 1, along with the standard errors of estimate. The mapped on the new sample, the shim corrections were ap-

plied, and a water-suppressed spectrum was obtained. Watermatrix of correlation coefficients between the individual coil
maps is shown in Table 2. suppression is a particularly severe test of shimming, since
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177PROJECTION-RECONSTRUCTION SPECTROSCOPIC IMAGING

FIG. 2. Spectroscopic images of a 5-mm tube of water subjected to each of the axial shim coil fields. Field of view same as in Fig. 1 (200 Hz
1 100 mm) . Vertical axis is position, and horizontal axis is field ( frequency) . ( a) Reference image, all DACs at ‘‘best’’ value; (b) Z 1 fine DAC
0 400; (c ) Z 2 fine DAC 0 800; (d ) Z 3 fine DAC 0 700; (e ) Z 4 DAC 0 500 (same data set as Fig. 1) ; ( f ) Z 5 DAC 0 1000 (center frequency
shifted 0100 Hz) .

FIG. 3. 1D spatial image obtained by summing over all frequency components ( i.e., coil sensitivity, or B1 profile) . Data for Z 4 coil—others are
similar.
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178 CARL D. GREGORY

FIG. 4. Field plots for each of the shim coils, derived from the images in Fig. 2 by determining water peak frequency vs axial position and subtracting
the reference field plot. (a) Z 1 fine DAC 0 400; (b) Z 2 fine DAC 0 800; (c) Z 3 fine DAC 0 700; (d) Z 4 DAC 0 500; (e) Z 5 DAC 0 1000.

the presence of even tiny off-resonance signals at the base toshim took 8–10 min (about 100–120 trial acquisitions) .
The results are shown in Fig. 7.of the water peak can produce enormous baseline artifacts.

For comparison, the spectrometer’s built-in simplex au-
toshim software was also used, starting from the same initial DISCUSSION
shim values and adjusting the same coils (Z 1 0 Z 5) . Au-

PRSI Field Maps

The maps in Fig. 2 are easily interpreted, and clearly show
TABLE 1 the expected functional dependence of field on position for

Predicted DAC Values from LS Fitting of Perturbed each coil. Even a single 1D map such as Fig. 2a can be
Field to Shim Coil Maps instructive about field distortions. For example, it is evident

Three coils perturbed
Actual 050 050 050
Fit 051.7 014.4 09.5 TABLE 2
SEE ({)a 2.8 5.3 7.4 Correlation Coefficients between Shim Coil Maps over

Four coils perturbed the Range /15 to 015 mm
Actual 050 050 050 050
Fit 041.1 038.4 068.3 047.6 Z 1 Z 2 Z 3 Z 4 Z 5

SEE ({) 5.2 29.3 13.2 7.4
Five coils perturbed Z1 1.00

Actual 050 050 050 050 050 Z2 0.15 1.00
Fit 049.6 055.3 050.7 038.0 0208.3 Z3 0.85 0.33 1.00
SEE ({) 8.2 38.0 21.5 8.5 71.1 Z4 00.39 00.93 00.53 1.00

Z5 0.99 0.23 0.88 00.45 1.00
a Standard error of least-squares (LS) parameter estimate.
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179PROJECTION-RECONSTRUCTION SPECTROSCOPIC IMAGING

FIG. 5. Spectroscopic images of the sample of Fig. 2: (a) after moving the tube 10 mm; (b) after applying the correction determined from least-
squares fitting to the individual coil fields.

that the reference state was not perfectly shimmed. There is level ({17 mm, 96% of total signal) . This particular coil is
quite symmetric, and appears centered within the shim seta tail at the bottom of the probe which drifts toward lower
to within 1 or 2 mm.frequency. Furthermore, the linewidth appears to vary some-

In principle, one would like to measure and shim the fieldwhat across the sample, being larger at the ends. This is due
over the entire region from which any signal can be observed.in part to ray artifacts in the reconstruction from too few
In practice, the precision of the field measurement decreasesprojections, but probably also in part to higher-order shims
as the signal level decreases, for three reasons: (1) the line is(such as Z 2X , for example) which were not exhaustively
broader due to high-order field terms, leading to some uncer-optimized prior to mapping.
tainty in the frequency; (2) the back-projection algorithm intro-PRSI is subject to a different sort of artifacts from the
duces ray artifacts which may be mistaken for the signal frommore familiar FSI (27) . Of particular concern here are the
the sample, leading to errors in the field measurement; and‘‘ray’’ artifacts which result from inadequate angular sam-
(3) ordinary signal-to-noise and linewidth considerations makepling. Relatively large numbers of projections (in the spec-
precise peak determination difficult. Thus there is a trade-offtroscopic imaging context) were used, to minimize these
between the total acquisition time and accuracy (obtainingartifacts. For the 1D / 1D SI case, this is not a particular
more projections both increases the signal-to-noise and reducesdrawback, since the data can still be acquired in a reasonable
the ray artifact problem). There is also a trade-off between thelength of time. For generalization to 3D / 1D, for complete
shape of the central line and the intensity in any tails. Forshimming of larger samples, one must contemplate methods
example, one can compensate the top and bottom of the tubefor PRSI reconstruction from fewer angular projections
using high-order axial terms, but this may result in some field(20, 23) .
‘‘wiggles’’ causing broadening near the middle. The relativeThe conventional PR treatment, which simply uses a heav-
merits of different weighting functions depend, of course, onier high-frequency rolloff in filtering the projections in order
the intended application (8).to suppress ray artifacts, is not entirely appropriate here,

In practice, for the 64-projection sets used here, the fieldsince this also reduces the precision of the frequency maps.
map could be reliably and automatically extracted only downThat is, one desires a much higher resolution along the fre-
to about 20–30% of the maximum signal intensity. Belowquency axis than along the spatial axis.
this level, ray artifacts have amplitudes comparable to the trueThe B1 field profile of the coil determines the sensitive
spectral peak, leading to erratic peak picking. Nevertheless, thevolume, and the relative contribution of any off-frequency
map points above this threshold account for over 90% of thesignal to the lineshape. From the profile in Fig. 1, it can be
total observable signal, and appear to give useful results.seen that the field drops to 50% of its peak value at {11
Shimming Resultsmm from the center, and the signal within this volume is

82% of the total. Other points of possible interest are the As can be seen from Table 1, the shim corrections derived
from the maps are not exact. This is not surprising in view25% signal level ({14.5 mm, 93% of total) and the 10%
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FIG. 6. Spectra corresponding to the images in Fig. 5, showing (bottom) initial spectrum; (middle) spectrum after moving sample tube 10 mm; and
(top) spectrum after application of correction calculated from the field maps.

of some large correlations between individual shim coil ef- that this range of shim sets will give similar performance,
a situation which is often observed in practice. It also meansfects, as shown in Table 2. Together with the inevitable

uncertainty in the field values obtained from the maps (both that the exact shim values chosen will depend on the criteria.
For example, one may choose least-mean-square deviationtest and reference maps contribute) , this means that the esti-

mated values may fall within a fairly wide range. In the (as used in this study), minimum peak–peak deviation, or
some other criterion. Furthermore, one may choose to opti-language of matrix mathematics, the problem is ‘‘ill condi-

tioned.’’ Although this might be disturbing, it simply means mize the shims over any subset of the sensitive volume
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181PROJECTION-RECONSTRUCTION SPECTROSCOPIC IMAGING

FIG. 7. Water suppression performance. (Bottom) Unshimmed sample (10.5); (middle) shimmed from field maps (11); and (top) shimmed by
iterative simplex optimization (11). 2 Hz line broadening. Peaks at 1.3 and 1.4 ppm are methyl of lactic acid and its dimer; at 2.3 ppm, an impurity;
at 3–3.3 ppm, Pipes buffer.

where the frequency can be measured. In the latter case, the exactly the same as encountered in applying any other field
mapping method.ill conditioning may be even more severe (31) . Of course,

this situation has nothing to do with PRSI, per se, but is In spite of the large standard error of the predicted DAC
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values, the resulting spectra can be quite good. In particular, acquisition speed in our case is limited by the relatively slow
software routine used to set up each projection (about 3 sthe water suppression performance of a single application

of the correction algorithm (Fig. 7) , based on a map obtained per projection), although given the pace of computer speed
improvement, this is clearly not an inherent limit.in 3 min, is essentially the same as that obtained by simplex

autoshim requiring about 10 min. With a matched sensitiv- Time becomes a much more important consideration when
3D shimming is required—643 projections would be prohib-ity-enhancement filter (2 Hz, Fig. 7) , the methyl doublet of

lactic acid (J Å 7 Hz) is clearly resolved and the shimmed itive in most cases. Various options for reducing the required
number of projections are being investigated in connectionlinewidths and shapes are very similar (FWHM Å 4.0 Hz

in each case) . Although the linewidth reduction (from with development of the 3D / 1D PRSI technique. Prelimi-
nary results (35) indicate that usable 3D / 1D maps can beFWHM Å 5.2 Hz before shimming) is small, the broad

wandering baseline evident in the unshimmed spectrum is obtained with only 123 projections, and it may be possible
to reduce this to 83 , while still retaining the back-projection-almost completely suppressed. This is a good demonstration

of the danger of relying on single measures of field homoge- reconstruction method. With 83 projections acquired at 2 s
per projection, a complete 3D / 1D map could be obtainedneity, such as linewidth at half-height. Even an algorithm

based on width at two levels, for example 50 and 10%, could in about 20 min, including processing. This is a reasonable
price to pay in spectrometer time for difficult shimmingbe fooled into producing a poor baseline at the 0.55% level.
situations. A similar number of acquisitions would also be
required for a Fourier spectroscopic imaging experiment.Comparison with Other Shimming Methods
For comparison, typical simplex autoshim runs, using all 18
shim channels together or in groups, require a similar amountIn choosing a shimming technique, several considerations

must be weighed: reliability, speed, availability of hardware of time, but with little likelihood of convergence unless the
correct starting point is chosen. Alternate reconstructionand software, ease of use, and degree of automation. Some

comparisons between the PRSI field mapping technique and methods, such as iterative reconstruction (20, 23) or interpo-
lation and Fourier transform (36) , might make it possibleother established techniques are thus appropriate.

The comparison here should be between mapping methods to use even fewer projections to obtain usable maps.
Older spectrometers, without pulsed field gradients, arein general and single-response optimization methods. A fur-

ther comparison between phase and frequency mapping is inherently incapable of executing any of the standard PFG
imaging experiments. Thus only methods with static gradi-appropriate. Clearly, any method which yields a unique solu-

tion in one pass is superior to an iterative method which is ents, such as PRSI, are feasible. PRSI is in principle even
compatible with a CW instrument, where it could be donesubject to false optima. Frequency mapping has the further

advantage that it does not suffer from phase wrapping or by hand, given enough patience. Furthermore, PRSI is appli-
cable to samples with short T2’s, where echo-based imagingconfusion due to multiple components. On these counts,

PRSI and FSI are the imaging methods of choice. methods may fail (although extremely short T2’s may make
field mapping for shimming less important) .The time required to generate a field map depends on the

technique and the number of points (m) to be measured. For Another possible alternative for older instruments is the
phase mapping method based on ‘‘constant-time imaging’’the 1D case with phase mapping, two acquisitions can each

provide m samples of a projection, for each of which the (15) , using static phase-encode gradients. In spite of being
a phase mapping technique, this requires essentially the samephase difference can be determined. The time required is

then simply 2T , where T is the time required to do the data time mT as a full Fourier SI experiment, since only one
pair of samples is acquired for each gradient setting andacquisition (typically the relaxation time of the sample) .

Frequency mapping requires a full spectrum at each point, acquisition. Thus it is at a disadvantage with respect to any
frequency mapping experiment, which requires the samethus requiring mT .

For the 1D case, and a typical spectrometer with five axial time but produces a less ambiguous result.
A barrier to use of this (or any) mapping technique is theshims (Z 1–Z 5) , m should be at least 6. Some overdetermina-

tion is desirable—in the results presented here, 64 projec- absence of integrated software for spectrometer control and
data analysis. In principle, of course, this can be overcome.tions were used, resulting in about 20 points over the sensi-

tive volume. (Of course, because of the pointspread func- A software package should permit automatic acquisition of
the data, compute the maps, fit to a set of reference data,tions, adjacent points in PRSI or FSI are not entirely

independent.) Since the number of acquisitions is small, and produce a set of shim DAC values for operator approval.
Advanced features might include graphical specification ofhowever, the time penalty for using frequency mapping

methods is not serious. the volume to be shimmed, or storage of a measured field
map for deconvolution of spectral lines in subsequently ac-The time requirements for the 1D case are trivial—a com-

plete field map using 64 projections is acquired in about quired data. Although not fully integrated, the software used
in this report is all available commercially, in the public3 min, even with the slow software setup used here. The
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